
Buying Your First Drum Set

If you are planning to buy your first drum set for your child or for yourself, I'm 
guessing you don't want to become a drum historian. You just want a good set at
a fair price. Here are the basics of what you need to know to make an informed 
buying decision. 

This is a picture of a basic 5 piece acoustic drum set labeled with the names of 
the drums and cymbals. (The term 5 piece refers to the number of drums in the 
set. The cymbals are usually not included when you say how many pieces a 
drum set has.) 

The basics of what you need are a bass drum with a pedal, a snare drum with 
a stand, and toms (toms can be mounted on a stand or they can be mounted on
the bass drum like in this picture. Floor toms usually have legs that allow them 
to stand on the floor). 

You can find drum sets with different amount of drums and cymbals, but a five 
piece is the industry average. As far as the toms and floor toms go, you could 
get started with one, two, or even no toms, but the rest of the pieces are more 
important to the traditional drum set. 
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The three cymbal you need are hi hats, a crash, and a ride; each with a stand 
to mount them. The hi hats are two cymbals both mounted onto the hi hat stand 
which is attached to a pedal by which you can play the cymbals. You will also 
need a stool (usually called a throne) to sit on and some drum sticks to get 
started.

The individual pieces of the drum set come in varying sizes both in length and 
diameter. The larger the drum, the lower its standard pitch. The average 
diameters for each of the drums are as follows. The bass drum: 22 inches, snare
drum:14 inches, toms: 10, 12, and 14 inches, hi hats: 14 inches, crash: 16-18 
inches, ride: 20 inches. These sizes will vary from set to set.

If you are buying a drum set for a small child, the sizes of each piece just 
needs to be small enough so that he or she can reach everything comfortably. 
Most drum set manufacturers have child sized drum sets available.

The drum heads that go on the drum are tunable with a drum key and will wear 
out over time. One of the best ways to improve a drum's sound is to put some 
new high quality drum heads on it and tune it up.

I'd like to mention that an alternative would be to purchase an electronic drum 
set, which consists of the same basic setup but what is struck is usually rubber 
pads or mesh heads that trigger the drum sounds electronically. The advantage 
to this would be that you can play using headphones and cut down the volume 
considerably. Electronic drum sets are usually a little more expensive than 
acoustic ones but are somewhat comparatively priced. 
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Let's talk money. How much will all of this will cost? It's difficult to give exact 
figures. Most major drum set manufacturers offer beginner, intermediate, and 
professional models of drum sets. The main difference in cost between the three
are mainly due to the material that the drum is made of (mostly different types of
wood) and the quality of the hardware that comes with the set. 

To give you some rough ballpark figures, I would say you can get a beginner 
drum set starting at around $500, an intermediate one at about $800-$1200, and
a top of the line drum set at around $2000-$5000. 

Some well known and trusted acoustic drum companies are Tama, Pearl, 
Yamaha, Ludwig, Sonor, DW, Gretsch, and Mapex. Some electronic companies 
are Roland and Alesis. (I have included links to some affordable options.)

You can also get good deals on used sets from garage sales or pawn shops- 
although if you buy a set from a retail store, you can usually take it back if there 
is anything wrong with it. If you are buying used, make sure there are no cracks 
in the cymbals. If there are clear see through drum heads on the drums, check 
to make sure there are no nicks or dents in the bearing edges of the drums 
(where the wood touches the drum head). 

Check that all the tension rods (screws that tighten down the drum heads) are 
there. Also make sure that the bass drum has the two support rods that stick out
at the bottom to keep it stable. If you can, take the drums off of the stands and 
inspect both to see that everything loosens and tightens properly. Make sure 
that you have everything you need. Sometimes the stands and cymbals are sold
separately from the drums. 

I hope this information helps you make an informed decision when buying your 
drum set. Feel free to get in touch if you have any questions about a drum set 

you are considering. I would be glad to help.
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https://www.amazon.com/Tama-Imperialstar-5-piece-Complete-Cymbals/dp/B07VXLB45K/ref=sr_1_16?keywords=tama+drums&qid=1638077975&qsid=146-8899874-5462564&sr=8-16&sres=B07Q3XC7SD,B07T7335FG,B01MUA242R,B00B4XDWB6,B00BBRM00E,B08W3XV5SF,B00S6FLP32,B07MWH8Q6H,B01N2B678D,B00OM0JNSE,B00S6FZM3Q,B008JF5BB6,B084BNCY2B,B07N5HLS9X,B07VXLB45K,B000T4R1TK,B00O6EDL5M,B004G6U3L0,B084BVP28Q,B005LVJRIE
http://drumlessonsforkids.com/
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https://www.amazon.com/Alesis-Nitro-Electronic-Snare-Cymbals/dp/B07BW1XJGP/ref=sr_1_2?dchild=1&keywords=alesis+nitro&qid=1606929547&sr=8-2
https://www.amazon.com/ROLAND-Electronic-Drum-Set-TD-1DMK/dp/B07HC2ZMN4/ref=sr_1_6?keywords=roland+drums&qid=1638077947&qsid=146-8899874-5462564&sr=8-6&sres=B07CY6DR5B,B099NYKVR5,B08B8G28RP,B08L8J6K31,B07HC2ZMN4,B099P1DB5N,B083X69Y9J,B00OZNYIQA,B0799RWDYF,B07D1DTP19,B07F42BZYD,B07B8ZGXTS,B00FQXVS2U,B00SKWITGC,B0082J118G,B01AYTRZFE,B00AYPQ2TY,B09D24SRMH,B00BDBMMEM,B07BW1XJGP&srpt=MUSICAL_INSTRUMENTS
https://www.amazon.com/Yamaha-Stage-Custom-Birch-Shell/dp/B00J1MGS54/ref=sr_1_3?crid=3ORQAVD443E1L&dchild=1&keywords=yamaha+drums+stage+custom&qid=1606931239&sprefix=yamaa+drums,aps,243&sr=8-3
https://www.amazon.com/Export-Fusion-Piece-Hardware-White/dp/B01MTHWDKQ/ref=sr_1_5?keywords=pearl+drums&qid=1638079057&qsid=146-8899874-5462564&s=musical-instruments&sr=1-5&sres=B00NJVS33I,B01MTHWDKQ,B0002E1TG8,B079V4CD5Q,B00UBSK3JO,B06Y2KFYXR,B0002F5CJM,B00BIBBJ46,B01EVIMIU6,B01D86UXEA,B01EY5A9KC,B01N7U6TW0,B00COBGHEQ,B01CKJOT14,B003H8Z5E8,B01CKJOW3Y,B00BP3MGQW,B001U7RQBS,B00ORXM9V4,B08L8J6K31&srpt=MUSICAL_INSTRUMENTS

